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Department of Decision and Information Science 
Charlton College of Business 

University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth 
 

Fall 2020 
COURSE SYLLABUS 

 
 

COURSE TITLE 
 

Managing Projects 
PREFIX & NUMBER MIS675 CREDIT HOURS 3 
CLASS  
INFORMATION 

Sec Days   Time Loc.  

   Online  
 

 
INSTRUCTOR 

Yuzhu (Julia) Li  
OFFICE  

Charlton Building Room 203 

 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 

MyCourse email (1st preference) 
yli3@umassd.edu (2nd preference) 

 
TELEPHONE 

508-910-9502 

 
INSTRUCTOR URL 

 
MyCourses 

OFFICE HOURS Tu, Thu 12.30 –  2.00 pm using Zoom (https://umassd.zoom.us/j/5089109502) or by appt 
 
Fall 2020 University Extension 14-week Academic Calendar 
 

September 2, 2020 First Day of Classes 
September 10, 2020 Last day to Add/ Drop-100% refund, less registration fee 
September 14, 2020 Drop Deadline with a “W” grade – 50% refund, less registration fee 
October 8, 2020 Last day to file Pass/Fail  
November 13, 2020 Last day to withdraw from a class 
November 12, 2020 Course evaluations begin (conducted via UmassD email) 
December 8, 2020 Last day of Fall class 
Important Dates 

• Monday, September 7, Labor Day, no classes 
• Monday, October 12, Columbus Day, no classes 
• Tuesday, October 13, no Tuesday class; follow Monday’s schedule 
• Wednesday, November 11, Veterans Day observed, no classes 
• Thursday-Saturday, November 26-28, Thanksgiving recess, no classes 

 
Academic Policies 
For UMD procedures and policies on course withdrawal, refund of fees, etc. refer to the online UMD Undergraduate 
Catalog (http://www.umassd.edu/catalog/welcome.cfm). 
 
Course Information 
 
 

textbook: 1. Required: Healthcare Project Management, Second Edition, Paperback – December 
1. 2017 by Kathy Schwalbe, Dan Furlong  
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform 
ISBN-10: 1976573270 
ISBN-13: 978-1976573279 
 
Buy the second edition on amazon.com (ISBN: 978-1976573279) or an electronic 
copy for only $38 from redshelf.com. The second edition is based on the current 
2017 PMBOK Guide. 
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The textbook companion website is http://www.healthcarepm.com/. 
 
Lecture slides and other information are available in the Blackboard site for this 
class because they are copyrighted and class specific. 
 
Recommended: Project Management Institute, Inc. A guide to the Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) 6th edition, 2017. ISBN: 
9781628253825. You can get a FREE copy if you join PMI student membership for 
$32/year. Check www.pmi.org.  
 

2. Project 2016 or 2019. Microsoft Project 2016 or 2019 is not generally available on 
the campus computers. you have the choice to Corsair desktop – virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI). Here is the link: https://www.umassd.edu/cits/corsairdesktop/ . 
You can also find the shortcut at the Launchpad of myUMD portal.  
 
Or the alternative is 
 
The CCB Dean’s office generously sponsored the Microsoft Imagine premium 
subscription – an academic program from Microsoft which provides free software to 
academic institutions. This Microsoft Imagine subscription gives MIS675 students 
free MS Project 2016 software application. Only students who officially enrolled in 
MIS675 are eligible. Access to the free software will be provided after the add/drop 
period. Note that MS Project only can be installed on a Windows-based system. 

  
OTHER REQUIRED  
MATERIALS: 

Personal computer with Internet access/Video Compatibility/Have a flash drive, refer to 
the University recommended computer setting 
(https://www.umassd.edu/cits/computers/guidelines/   

  
COURSE 
PREREQUISITES: 

Graduate student status 

  
COURSE  
DESCRIPTION: 

Managing projects from an organizational perspective. Introducing project management 
with an emphasis in information technology and healthcare areas.  Consistent with the 
PMBOK guide, the major topics include aligning the projects with business strategies, 
managing project management process groups, and building project manager’s 
competence. Technological tools of managing projects will be introduced. 
 

  
COURSE  
OBJECTIVE: 

As a survey course, this course will examine broad topics related to project management. 
Students will learn project management by using essential techniques and tools and deal 
with the complex social and people issues in the project management processes. The 
student who successfully completes this course: 

1. Understands the genesis of project and its importance for organizations. 
2. Describes the project management processes. 
3. Demonstrates knowledge of project management terms and techniques such as 

• The triple constraint of project management 
• The project management knowledge areas 
• Tools and techniques of project management such as  

§ Selection methods 
§ Work breakdown structures 
§ Gantt charts, network diagrams, critical path analysis 
§ Cost estimates 
§ Earned value management 
§ Motivation theory and team building, etc. 

4. Applies project management concepts by working on cases and projects. 
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5. Uses Microsoft Project 2016 and other software to help plan and manage a project 
6. Appreciates the importance of good project management by sharing examples of 

good and bad project management and using knowledge and skills developed in 
this class in other settings 

 
  
COMPETENCES AND 
CONTACT HOURS 

Competences Contact 
hours 

Cum. 
Hrs. 

To explain the importance of project, program, and portfolio 
management and their importance to success in healthcare 
organizations 

3 3 

To describes the various approaches for selecting projects, 
programs, and portfolios 

3 6 

To explain the processes of initiating projects 3 9 
To recognize the importance of a complete scope statement 
acceptable to your customer as a condition for project success 
and create a WBS for a project 

6 15 

To understand estimating project times and costs are the 
foundation for project planning and control and apply 
different estimation methods 

6 21 

To understand the various aspects of project planning 
including quality, human resource, communications, 
stakeholder, risk and procurement management 

3 24 

To describe the processes in project execution 3 27 
To understand the techniques and practices in monitoring and 
controlling projects 

3 30 

To appreciate the importance of engaging in project reviews 
and understand key issues surrounding project closure 

3 33 

To identify some best practices in project management 3 36 
To provide guidance in pursuing a career in project 
management 

3 39 

To develop working knowledge of Microsoft Project. 6 45 
 

 
GRADING  
POLICY: The grades for this class will use the new plus/minus system.  

Your grade will be based upon your performance on the following evaluations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SCORING ELEMENTS: 

 
Evaluation Type Percentage 

Exams 30% 
Online quizzes 12% 

Team Project 36% 
Homework Assignment 12% 

Online discussions and activities 10% 
Total: 100% 

 
 

Letter grades Percentage Letter Percentage 
A 94 and up C 76.99-73 
A-  93.99-90 C- 72.99-70 
B+ 89.99-87 D+ 69.99-67 
B 86.99-83 D 66.99-63 
B- 82.99-80 D- 62.99-60 
C+ 79.99-77 F <59 
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Learning components: 
 
Textbook: The various readings from the textbook are critical components of this course. You are required to read 
the assigned chapters following the course schedule. See the class schedule at MyCourses for topics, chapters and 
other assigned materials. 
 
Exams:  There will be two exams. All exams are counted and none are dropped. Occasionally, I will curve an exam 
if necessary to bring the class average into the range between C-plus and B-minus. I aim to return exams within a 
week. Make-ups exams are not given, as a rule. If you have a conflicting event or appointment, please communicate 
with the instructor well in advance. Make-ups requested after the exam date require verifiably extraordinary 
circumstances. You will be asked to provide evidence or documentation such as hospital papers, an obituary, or a 
doctor’s notice. 

The exams will test your ability to apply the concept and/or solution techniques discussed in the test module.  The 
exams will be prepared fresh so they will be unlike similar exams taken in the past, although they will be identical in 
style and format.  The exams will test your general substantive understanding of the materials including definitions 
and concepts.  Each test will consist of multiple choice questions, short discussion questions, and/or problem solving 
questions.  All exams are non-cumulative. 

Online quizzes: The online quizzes are aimed to prepare you for the exams. It is highly recommended to complete 
the quizzes before the exam. If the quizzes expire, you can email the professor and ask for an opportunity to make up 
(The total of the make-up quiz will be half of the original quiz). 

Homework Assignments:  The homework is to be turned in individually, not in teams.  Homework will be posted on 
myCourses.  The homework assignments serve to prepare you for the exams.  This is an individual work; however, 
working with others on the homework problems is permissible but you must understand the problem solutions.  You 
will find that "keeping current" on the problems will greatly facilitate their solution.  You should work the problems 
immediately after the material has been covered in class. 
 
Team Project: The purpose of the team project is to use a structured approach to project management in a team setting 
(3-4 students/team). I normally let teams self-select and assign people to teams as needed. One person could take the 
lead on each task, but other team members should provide inputs and edit the work so it is consistent and of high 
quality and reflects a team effort. Each team member should plan to spend 20-30 hours total on the team project. If 
the project is done for someone outside of the class, you must have the sponsor email or call me to approve the project 
after you propose it if you really want to work on it. The sponsor must provide feedback at least twice during the term 
and complete a customer acceptance/project completion form. The project manager should prompt the sponsor for 
feedback via email and cc me on those emails and replies. If you do not choose to work on a real project, teams will 
work on a case study I provide.  

On-line Participation: This is an online graduate class. Students are expected to check the course site at least twice 
a week. Students are expected to actively participate online by asking questions, working on online exercises, giving 
presentations as individuals or as part of their team projects, and sharing personal experiences and opinions related 
to the topics discussed.  Students who do not participate up to expectations or miss multiple online activities will 
result in a low final grade.  
 
 
Late submission 
 
1. All assignments must be completed and submitted according to the instructions provided. Failure to follow 

instructions may result in a grade of zero. 

2. Hardware failure or inaccessibility is not a valid excuse for late work. This means that if the computer eats 
your assignment, or if the labs are full, you will not be excused from handing in an assignment on time. 

3. All work is due as specified in course website. Late work after the deadline will be subject to late submission 
policy. 
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4. The deadlines of all the homework assignments, quizzes, online discussions are associated with the exam dates. 
After the exam day, the late submissions of homework will be accepted but only 50% of the total points will be 
counted towards the final grade. The technology project has different milestones. It is students’ responsibility to 
follow the deadlines and submit the Access milestone files on time.  After the milestone deadlines, the maximum 
point of late submissions will be 50% of the total points of each milestone.  

  
Classroom Policies 
 
A. Communicating about absences.  You are required to send me an e-mail (1st preference: MyCourses 

email;2nd preference: yli3@umassd.edu) on the occasion if you have to miss any exams or deadlines.  For 
the subject line, give your name and the date of the absence.   

 
B. E-mail as official means of communication.  Each student must have a UMASS email address and 

MyCourses log-in for official class communications.  If you use a different email package at home, please 
ensure that your UMASS email is forwarded correctly.  MyCourse Email will be the major communication 
method outside of the classroom. The instructor will keep the course content updated. The instructor will try 
to respond to the emails in 24 hours. Exceptional situations will be informed in advance. Students must check 
emails at MyCourses at least once a week. 

 
Email etiquette: the college classroom is a professional environment. Please practice professional 
communication with the instructor and your peers. Put your name, section number and a brief title in the 
subject line. In email, have a greeting at the beginning, state the ideas and questions clearly and conclude 
with your name. Put your name and class section number in the email title. 

  
C. Course work and credit hours. The course work and associated out-of-class work meets the federally 

mandated course credit hour requirement:  
 

Credit Hour Definition: A credit hour is an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and 
verified by evidence of student achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency that reasonably 
approximates not less than: 
One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class student work 
each week for approximately fifteen weeks [includes exam week] for one semester or the equivalent amount 
of work over a different amount of time.  

 
D.  Title IX Information. The purpose of a university is to disseminate information, as well as to explore a 

universe of ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust expression, and to foster the development of 
critical and analytical thinking skills. In many classes, including this one, students and faculty examine and 
analyze challenging and controversial topics.  
 
If a topic covered in this class triggers post-traumatic stress or other emotional distress, please discuss the 
matter with the professor or seek out confidential resources available from the Counseling Center, 
http://www.umassd.edu/counselling/, 508-999-8648 or - 8650, or the Victim Advocate in the Center for 
Women, Gender and Sexuality, http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/, 508-910-4584. In an emergency 
contact the Department of Public Safety at 508-999-9191 24 hrs./day.  
 
UMass Dartmouth, following national guidance from the Office of Civil Rights, requires that faculty follow 
UMass Dartmouth policy as a “mandated reporter” of any disclosure of sexual harassment, abuse, and/or 
violence shared with the faculty member in person and/or via email. These disclosures include but are not 
limited to reports of sexual assault, relational abuse, relational/domestic violence, and stalking. While faculty 
are often able to help students locate appropriate channels of assistance on campus, disclosure by the student 
to the faculty member requires that the faculty member inform the University’s Title IX Coordinator in the 
Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at 508-999-8008 to help ensure that the student’s safety and welfare 
is being addressed, even if the student requests that the disclosure not be shared.  
 
For confidential counseling support and assistance, please go to http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/  
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E. Academic honesty.  No form of academic dishonesty (cheating, copying homework, plagiarism, forgery, 

etc.) will be tolerated.  This includes the signing of attendance lists for someone other than yourself.  Web 
search engines, including but not limited to TurnItIn and SafeAssign, may be used to check submitted work 
for originality or appropriate documentation.  Appropriate disciplinary action will be taken for academic 
dishonesty according to the policies of the University and the Charlton College of Business.  Please see the 
description of academic dishonesty found in the university catalog or on the UMASS Dartmouth website at 
http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ ethicalstandards.cfm. 

 
F. Student Disability. In accordance with University policy, if you have a documented disability and require 

accommodations to obtain equal access in this course, please meet with the instructor at the beginning of the 
semester and provide the appropriate paperwork from the Center for Access and Success. The necessary 
paperwork is obtained when you bring proper documentation to the Center, which is located in Liberal Arts, 
Room 016; phone: 508.999.8711. 

 
H. Incomplete Policy. According to the university catalogue, an incomplete may be given only in exceptional 

circumstances at the instructor's discretion. The student must be passing at the time of the request or be 
sufficiently close to passing. If the work is not completed within one year of the recording of the incomplete 
grade, the grade will become an F(I). The incomplete policy for this course is that at least 70% of the course 
must be already completed and an exceptional circumstance (i.e. medical issue) must exist. If you feel you 
require an incomplete for an exceptional reason, you need to email me and state your reasons for the 
incomplete in writing. We will then decide on a course of action. 

 
I. Extra Credits Policy. If an instructor wishes to offer what is commonly known as extra credit opportunities 

for students in a class to allow them to improve their grade, those opportunities must be announced and made 
available to all students. 

 
J. Syllabus Change. This syllabus is a guide and every attempt is made to provide an accurate overview of the 

course. However, circumstances and events may make it necessary for the instructor to modify the syllabus 
during the semester and may depend, in part, on the progress, needs, and experiences of the students. Changes 
to the syllabus will be made with advance notice. 

 
K. Emergency Statement. In case there is a University-wide emergency, the students are expected to follow 

the university’s procedures and check the instructor’s class announcements and emails when the 
circumstance allows. 

 
L. Live Class Meeting Behaviors. You will log into Blackboard and look for the Zoom Live Classroom link. 

Then join the meeting room from the page. Here are a few general rules that everyone is expected to 
follow. 
• Test your device for video and audio by joining the meeting 5 minutes early. 
• Use your full name as the screen name. 
• Show your video at the beginning of the meeting. If you experience any technical difficulty such as 

slow Internet speed, you can disable the video after 10 minutes. You are asked to show your face in the 
small group discussion. 

• Be respectful and open-minded. 
• Ensure that all voices are heard by sharing air time. 
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MIS675- Fall 2020- Online 
CLASS SCHEDULE (TENTATIVE) 

Students should do the readings and homework according to the course schedule.  Note that you are expected to check the course 
site at least twice a week and follow the schedule closely. Submit all assignments through Blackboard, and work on your team 
projects and post results to your Google site.  

WK Date Textbook Topics - Readings Team Project 

1 09/02-
09/04/2020 

• Syllabus discussion  
• Ch. 1: Introduction to Project, 

Program, and Portfolio 
Management in Healthcare  

• Browse the course site in the Blackboard -Course 
Introduction 

• Kickoff meeting - Live class meeting (1) on Zoom. Find 
the Zoom link on Blackboard 

• Online discussion: Introduce yourself  
• Online discussion – what is a project and three projects you 

recently completed  

2 09/07-
09/11/2020 

• Ch. 2: Project, Program, and 
Portfolio Selection   

• Live class meeting (2) 
• Online class discussion – come up with at least ten projects 

and try to group them into programs (Page 50, question 3) 
• Each individual prepares a project proposal. 

3 09/14-
09/18/2020 

• Ch. 3, Initiating Projects 
• Ch. 4: Planning-part 1 

• Live class meeting (3) – Online class discussion – develop 
criteria that your class could use to help select what projects 
to pursue (Page 114, Question 3)  

09/17/2020, 11 pm - Individual Project proposal due  

4 09/21-
09/25/2020 • Ch. 5: Planning Part 2 

• Live class meeting (4) – discuss project proposals and 
form groups 

• Check the resource: How to collaborate on Google 
documents 

• Review team project info and perform the planning tasks  

5 09/28-
10/02/2020 

• Review for Exam 1 (Ch1-5)  
• HW1: MBTI Understanding MBTI 

and teams 

10/01/2020, 11 pm - Team project charter and WBS due  
 

6 10/05-
10/09/2020 

10/08/2020 Thursday 
Exam 1 (Chapters 1-5) 
Quiz 1-3 Due –11 pm 10/07 
HW1 due – 11 pm 10/08 

Work on first progress report 
Note: I’ll provide feedback on charter and WBS as soon as I can. 

7 10/12-
10/16/2020 

• 10/13 Tu follow Monday’s class 
schedule 

Continue to work on the project  
 

8 10/19-
10/23/2020 • Ch. 6: Planning – part 3 

• Live class meeting (5) – PR 1 presentations 
10/22/2020, 11 pm - Team Progress Report 1 (PR1) due  
Have all documents on Google project site before the class 
meeting 

9 10/26-
10/30/2020 

• Read App A,  
• HW2a and HW2b due – 

11/05/2020, 11 pm  

Receive my feedback on progress report 1  
Continue to work on the project  
Live class meeting (6) – discuss MS Project tutorials and 
small group meetings 

10 11/02-
11/06/2020 

• Ch. 7: Executing Projects  
• Ch. 8: Monitoring and Controlling 
 

Continue to work on the project  
Work on team projects and info for second progress report 
(HW2 will help you prepare the progress report) 

11 11/09-
11/13/2020 • Ch. 9: Closing  

• Live class meeting (7) – PR 2 presentations 
11/12/2020, 11 pm - Team Progress Report #2. (PR2) 
Update Google site before the class meeting 

12 11/16-
11/20/2020 

• Ch. 10 Best Practices in Project 
Management  

Continue to work on the project  
 

13 11/23-
11/27/2020 • Study for Exam 2 Thanksgiving starts after classes on last class 11/25 

14 

11/30-
12/04/2020 
12/07 – 
12/08/2020 

12/08/2020 Tuesday 
Exam 2 (Chapters 6-10, Apps A) 
Quiz 4-6 due 4/26, 11 pm 

• Live class meeting (8) – Final presentations 
12/03/2020, 11 pm - Team Final Report Due 
Individual Lessons learned/self-assessment Due A video final 
presentation due 

 


